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LETTER  FROM 
THE  PRESIDENT  OF  THE  ASSOCIATION  COUNCIL 
TO  THE  PRESIDENT  OF  THE  GREEK  PARLIAMENT  AND 
TO  THE  PRESIDENT  OP'  THE  EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENTARY  ASSEMBLY 
FORWARDING  THE  REPORT 
1  J\1118  1976 
In accordance with the  prov~s~ons of Article  2  of Association 
Council Decision No  1/63  relating to the Parliamentary Committee 
of the EEC  - Greece  Association,  I  am  forwarding to you  herewith 
the attached Association Council report. 
This  report - the  second since the Association was  reactivated 
in July 1974  - follows  up  the report sent to you  for the meeting 
of the Joint Parliamentar,y Committee  held in Athens  from  25  to 
27  June  1975. 
P'or  the Association Council 
:P •.  l'AP~IGOURAS 
Presiaent-1n Office - 1  -
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Since Greece's return to democratie  rule the Association 
Council has presented the  EEC  - Greece  Joint Parliamentar.r 
Committee  with an initial report which paid special attention 
to the measures  taken to reactivate the Association.  The 
report was  included in the dossiers  of the Parliamentary 
Committee  at its 9th meeting  (25/27  June  1975  in Athena). 
This  report  aims  to take  stock of the  work  of the Association 
Council since that  time. 
The  Association Council is glad to have  this opportunity 
of stressing its great interest in the work  of the Joint 
Parliamenta:cy  C~Jll!lli  tt~~- whi~_!l_ j:ri~ t_C:g~t_~er  represe_nt_a~i  ves 
of the peop;Les  _dt  the~tttf"Sta~eer a_i~~te  the ~ciation 
Agreement,  aiicf'Wno:së--recommëndât:foiis  are  viewe-dby- the ASsociation 
Council  as  a  most  valuable contribution to the Association's work. 
At  each of the meetings  of the Joint Parliamentary Committee 
in the period under review  (25/27 June  1975  in Athena, 
8/10 December  1975  in Rome)  the Association Council inaisted 
on  being represented by i te President,  in turn Mr PAPALIGOURAS, 
Mïnister of Co-ordination and Planning of the Greek  Republic, 
and  Mr  F.  CATTANEI,  Under-Secretar.r of State for Foreign Affaira 
of the Italian Government,  who  gave  very detailed accounts ;·iltft 
the progress of the Association,  and  answered many  questions 
put to them  by those taking part. - 2  -
The  Association Council has met  twice  since  the 9th meeting 
of the Parliamentary Committee:  on  28  July  1975  in Athena,  at 
Ministerial level,  and on  24  1.1arch  1976  in Brussels, at 
Ambassadorial level. 
The  Association Committee,  whose  task it is to  prepare  the 
discussions of the Association Council and generally to  ensure 
the  continued co-operation between  the EEC  and  Greece  which is 
necessary for  the proper funrtioning of the  Agreement,  has met 
four times  since June  1975  (  ) 
It should also  be noted  th~t the EEC-Greece  Customs 
Co-operation Committee  - which  did not meet under the dictatorship -
resumed  work  in  1975; it held two  meetings that year,  on  17/18 March 
and 30/31  October  1975,  in Brussels.  --
Discussions within the Association bodies have  dealt matnly 
with agricultural questions:  harmonization of the agricultural 
policies of Greece and  the  Communities,  and  certain problems whiCh 
arose in trade in agricultural produce.  The  question of the ne&o-
tiation of a  second Financial Protocol was  also  broached in the 
Association context,  as was  that of the application of Article 64 
and Protocol No  10  of the Agreement. 
But  the key  event of the  period under discussion was  obvioualy 
Greece's request for accession to  the  Communities,  submitted on 
12  June  1975, i.e. immediately after the Association Council's 
previous report bad been circulated and a  few  days before  the 
9th meeting of the Parliamentary Committee  in Athena. 
Greece's request  for accession  to  the  Communities  was  the 
subject of a  statement  by  the Greek  delegation at the Athena 
meeting of the Association Council,  and in conclusion,  the 
Association Council described the lines along which  the Association 
should develop in the light of the request. 
0 
0  0 
On  the  basis of  the statistics available  (which are set out 
in Annex  I), this report also  contains notes on  the  development 
of trade between Greece  and  the  Community  during  1975. 
0  0 
(1)  25  July  1975,  7  November  1975,  1  March  1976  and  14  Mey  1976 - 3  -
II. AGRICULTURAL  QUESTIONS 
A.  Harmonization of agricultural :policies 
At  the Athena meeting the Association Council reached 
conclusions which  grew out of i te determination to  make  a 
concrete,  rapid and  effective start to  the essential preparatory 
woz1c  It was  agreed that ini  tially the Communi ty and  Greece 
would  exchange  information on their respective regulations 
governing the fruit and vegetable and wine  sectors  {1). 
The  Association Counoil bad ,~eed to l!ve 
priori  ty to  the harmonization of-agricultural polic1.es iD th-ese 
two  sectors on  account  both of their major role in trade between 
the  Community  and Greece,  and of the extreme  sensitivity of the 
products involved. 
These  exchanges of information were  to  be  followed as  soon 
as  possible by  consultation within the Association Council. 
Lastly, it was  decided that  "ad hoc"  Committees of experts  could 
be  set up  to  ~repare_  ~he _'!"!'~ _B:Uci  be  del~-~j;-~_9.  __ :N_ _i_h_!L_~~-~q_  cia  t~on 
Commi ttee  to lin  1ïhe~')rob1~ t~  ·liwr ~~., 
...  ; ... - 4-
The  Committee  of experts met  on  13/14 November  1975, 
18/19 March  1976  and  10/11  May  1976  (1).  The  first meeting was 
basical.ly devoted to  comparing the Greek  and  Communi ty agricul  tural. 
policies in the two  sectors referred to.  The  second al.lowed  the 
Greek representatives to  describe measures which  could be  taken by 
Greece  to bring about harmonizatian;  the  Greek  delegation stated 
its readiness,  particularly in the case  of fruit and  vegetablea, 
to apply all the  mec~anisms and  the Community  priee system as 
from  1977. 
The  Association Committee  is now  to  consider this Interim 
Report. 
Thus  i t  .,q fairly be  said that after the impetus supplied by 
the Association Council in July 1975,  work -~~~-~  j!lJ,e 
agriculturaJ. policies has  made  definite progress.  Furthennore, 
the time taken to prepare work  on  tliis question should not -be  a 
matter for surprise,  given its delicate nature  and great technical 
complexity. 
(1) Jn Interim Report  on  the first two  meetings was  sent to  the 
Association Committee  in April.  The  report on  the meeting 
on  10  and  11  May  has not yet reached it. 
.  ..  ; ... - 5  -
B.  Arrangements  pending harmonization and  administrative 
co-operation 
It will be  recalled that,  as regards the question of the 
arrangements to be  applied pending ha.rmonization,  the Commtmi ty 
had made  a  proposal  (1)  to Greece  at the Association Council on 
2 December  1974.  The  Community  offered to refrain for a  certain 
period from  applying countervailing charges to Greek fruit and 
vegetables,  except peaches,  oranges  and  cucumbers,  the safeguard 
clause of the Community  Regulation on  fruit and  vegetables also 
continuing to apply.  Due  to fundamental  differences in the 
interpretation of the provisions of the Athena  Agreement 
applicable in this field, it was  not possible to reach agreement 
at that time,  as the Commtmi ty claimed that the period during 
which  application of countervailing charges or of safeguard 
measures  was  ruled out had  come  to  an  end,  while Greece  maintained 
that it had not.  In spite of  subsequent  efforts it was  not 
possible to reach agreement over provisional advance  arrangements, 
to be ~-c!f~ln  ·  a~~ftlir~~~-~--o:t:  -~-:li-'~i~Jèii-~ 
and  the differences of interpretation remain. 
ln particular_due  t~ conditions on  the Qommunity  market,_~ 
co-oj)eratiôn-be:twéen  the  ___ G~~~  ~-autb:Oritt'es  __and~:the.-ac;JIIIIi BR~. 
it wâs _howtver_ pÔ.e1bl.t~~l.it 1.915~ t"o"  &void ai»Piioauon 
by  the  êoiimn.uiity  of- tie-1â)6~--eom.o;--.&gi~icmitur~ Pbll;,y-
measures in respect 
to the Nine. 
(1) See  previous report of the EEC-Greece  Association Council 
(CEE-GR  21/75,  page  12). 
.  ..  ; ... - 6  -
But  owing  to difficul  ties on  the  Communi ty market,  at the 
start of 1976  the  Commission  - which  administers the machinery 
of the  cammon  agricultural policy - imposed  a  countervailing 
charge  of o.81  UA/100  kg  on  importe  of Greek  oranges  (1),  for 
a  five-day period  (21  to  26  February 1976).  Greece  raised this 
problem in the Association Council meeting on  24  March  1976  at 
Ambassadorial level. 
The  Greek  delegation protested against the  int~qduction of this 
measure.  After questioning the legality,  the desirabil;ty and 
even the practical use of the  countervailing charge,  it drew  the 
Community's attention to the regrettable political and  social 
consequences,in Greees,  of this decision,  which  furthermore 
appeared to have  no  economie  justification; the Greek authorities 
had even prohibited all exporta of Greek oranges ta the Nine for a 
certain period.  At  the  pr~cise time when  the Greek authorities, 
noting the recovery of the Community  market  in the meantime and -
bearing in mind  the  approach of the end  of the  p~riod for 
exporting Qrgnges,  had  once more  allowed exporte - though in 
~  --- - -
very small qwantities - the Community  had taken this action. 
While finding Greek  concern understandable,  the Community 
replied by  resta;1;:iJlg  i ts position over the applicab_ili  ty of 
countervailing charges to Greees in cases where  the -Objective 
~j_~1:-i~~---~~--t~- Co~i  ty market called for auch  me~~r~s- ( 2). 
(1)  Commission Regulation  (EEC)  No  364/76  (OJ  NoL 44,  20.2.1976, 
pages 26  and 27). 
(2)  It should be  noted that subsequently the Commission  adopted 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  948/76  (OJ  No  L 109,  27.4.1976)  imposing 
a  countervailing charge  on  importa of cucumbers  originating 
in Greece,  at a  leval of 9.53  UA/100  kg,  iater reduced to 
6~66 UA/100  kg  by  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1023/76 
(OJ  NoL 115,  1.5.1976). 
.  ..  / ... - 7-
At  the Association Council meeting on  24  _March  1976,  ~~e_G~k 
delegation,  referring to the statement.@  made  )!' Mr ~GOUlUS  Ill 
the Ministerial meeting on 28  July 1975,  co:ritb•& 'tfiiLot "Greeoè  wtUJ 
ready to apply the mechanisms  and  in-terventi.ol\.· priees required.--by-the 
OoJDJDOn  Agricultural Policy aa  fZ!Om  the. 1970. ...  lnitiha ~~  â'~ds 
peaches  ( 1 )  - the third parti~~-~ly B_!n~i  t~  !e_~_:o-~t in trade in 
fresh fruit and vegetables between the Community  and  Greece. 
The  delegation stated that the measures to be taken,  wlii"ch 
could be  described as advance harmonization,  would  be  agreed on 
and  applied within the framewqrk  of the present intensification 
of administrative co-operation between the Commission  and the 
Greek authorities. 
The  measures announced  b,y  the Greek  delegation were 
welcomed  b,y  the Community,  which  considered that while they should 
be  studied in greater detail they seemed likely to contribute 
effectively to  an appreciable improvement  of conditions on  the 
Community  market. 
The  two  parties to the Association Council were  in complete 
agreement  over the need for even  closer and more  intense 
administrative co-operation,  but certain differences of opinion 
subsist over the  ecope of such co-operation:  in the Greek  wiew 
it should lead to countervailing charges and safeguard clauses 
not  being applied,  whereas the Community  considera that this 
co-operation can of course help in avoiding the application of the 
these  charges,  but cannot  stand in the way  of their application 
if the market  conditions specified in Community  Regulations 
require their introduction. 
( 1 )  for which  the exporting year normal.Iy  begins at the beginning 
of June. 
.  ..  ; ... 1
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c.  Tomato  concentrates 
It will be  recalled that because of disturbances  on the 
Community  market for  tomato  concentrates,  the  Community  was 
obliged to  introduce arrangements-on 22  July  1975  which 
maittly  consisted of applying a  minimum  priee for importa of 
this product from third countries,  set at 600  u.;tonne; 
Greece  was  not  covered by  this system and was  thus  the  only 
supplier outside  the  Community  whieh d;d not have  to  observe 
this minimum  priee.  However,  in view of the cri  tieal state 
of the  Community  tomato  concentrates market  the Greek 
authorities, working with the  Commission,  took certain 
unilateral measures  as  from  1 August  1975. 
Sinee  the situation on the  Community  market for this 
product  continued to deteriorate,  on 27  February 1976  the 
Commission finally considered it necessary to  adopt 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  459/76  (1)  whereby a  minimum  priee of 
550  UA/tonne  was  introduoed for importa of Greek  toma.to 
coneentrates  into the  Community  (2). 
(1)  See  OJ  NoL 53,  28.2.1976. 
(2)  This  550  UA/tonne  priee applies to  the  Community  of Six. 
The  priee for the  three new  Member  3tates is 365  UA/tonne • 
.  .  .  / ... - 10  -
Greece  in~ediately reacted by  calling for an  emergency meeting 
of the Association Council at Ambassadorial level,  and  by  submitting 
a  memorandum  which led up to  a  request  that the Community  reverse 
its decision. 
The  Greel::  delegation' s  argument  at this meeting held on 
24  r.~arch  1976,  was,  firstly, that Gree ce  was  not  responsi  ble for 
the situation on  the  Community  market  for this product,  and  secondly, 
that the  system adopted  by  the éommunity  conflicted with bath the 
letter and the spirit  o~ the Athena  Agreement. 
Greece  pointed out  that it had shawn  a  co-operative attitude, 
as it had in relation to the  orange  question referred to  above; 
the  Greek authorities  had adopted quantitative controle on  exporta 
to the Community  and had later  req:\iired~the observance ii't a  certain 
minimum  export priee,  excludin.g ·  however  thoae  amoùntef-for which 
contracte had  already been -signed -or i.nv&icee .validated {a.beut 
a,ooo  tonnes)  before the data.on wh:ic!î%'thilil  export priee. .was 
int~duced (550  U~tonne, an 1.12.1975). 
The  delegation also recalled that in Februar.v  1976.  and thus 
a  few  deys before the Commission  introduoed the mintmum  priee, 
it had  informed the latter of the· Greek GOvernment•s  deci~ion to 
eut tomato  production by  4~ in the-·  c:oming year,  in arder to ~ 
the-market--to...-recover. 
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On  a  more  general level,  Greece  questioned the legality of the 
Commission's  action,  since it considered that the  conditions required 
under Article  41  of the Agreement  for auch  an exception to  be  applicd 
to Greece  did not  obtain.  It also  considered in particular that 
the  action taken must  be  considered as  "an obstacle 
to progressive  expansion of trade"  between the Community  and  Greece, 
which is a  criterion laid down  by  Article  41  of the  Athena  Agreement 
(referring to Article 44  of the Treaty of Rome).  Alter.nativel~, the 
minimum  priee  ir.1posed  on Gree ce  ought  in i ts opinion to have  preserved 
infullits preferential margin  (1),  making it 510 UA/tonne  (i.e. 
600  UA/tonne  = minimum  priee for third countries,  lesa  CCT  customs 
duties of  18%). 
The  Community  view was  that - without in any way  questioning 
the goodwill  of either aide  - the problems  encountered showed  once 
again the difficulty of finding truly satisfactory solutions while 
harmonization of agricultural policies remained unachieved. 
The  Community  stated that it considered it had taken acèount 
of the  requirement under Article  41  of the  Agreement  not to form 
an obstacle to the progressive  expansion of trade with Greece, 
both in the  choice  of measures  taken  (since  a  system of quantitative 
restriction,  another possibility according to Article  41  would 
have  been more  restrictive)  and  by  the leval of the minimum  priee 
applicable to Greece,  which preserved a  not  inconsiderable  preferen-
tial margin. 
(  )  Greece  enjoys  exemption from  duty,  as the  CCT  is at  18%. 
1 
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The  Community  made  the further point that looking at the 
situation from  the  economie  viewpoint,  the  conclusion was 
inevitable that in spite of Greece's undoubted efforts, large 
quantities of Greek  exporta to the  Community  continued to be 
made  at abnormally low priees,  which led to a  progressive 
deterioration on  the  Community  market  on  which,  at 130,000 tonnes, 
accumulated  stocks amounted  to  83~ of Community  production in 
1975.  During the period in which  only third countries were 
subject to the minimum  priee  (600  ~tonne), that is from 
September  to December  1975,-Greece's share  of  the  Community 
market had risen to  about  86%  in the  case  of the  Community 
of Six,  and  about  43%  in the case  of the  Community  of Nine, 
which represented a  significant increase over the figures 
for  1974  (66%  and  38%). 
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Lastly,  the  Community  considered that the words  "shall not 
include  customs  duties"  which  appear in Article  41  define  only 
the  way  in which  the minimum  priee should be  applied between the 
parties to the Association,  and had nothing whatever to do  with 
measures that the interested party,  in this case  the  Community, 
might take  as regards  countries not parties to this Association, 
since the customs duties to be  paid by  the latter did not enter 
into the  calculation.  ~n the  Cammunity  view,  the Greek 
interpretation would  have  the affect of rendering the safeguard 
measures totally ineffective. 
After remarking that the statistics available on  either 
aide  did not always  appear to agree,  the Greek  delegation 
repl~ed that it was  bound  to maintain the position stated above 
on  the basic question of the  interpr~tation of Article 41  of 
the Agreement. 
The  Association Council  on  24  March  1976  requested the 
Association Committee  to continue with its examination of this 
question on  the basie of the statements by  the two  parties to 
seek at its own  level a  mutually satisfactory solution to  the 
problem and  to report back at the next meeting. 
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D.  Consultation of Greece  before the adoption by  the  Community 
of Regulations  concerning the  importation of crude  olive 
oil from  Greece 
Consultation on  the extension,  for the  1975/1976 
marketing year,  of the standard amount  of 0.50 UA/100  kg, 
as  required under the basic Regulation No  162/66  Article 3(3), 
took place at the Association Committee  meeting on 
7  November  1975. 
(b)  ~~~-22~!!l_g~~!ti~--!~~!!~!!E~-~p~~!~-~~!~B!~~-!~ 
P~!!2~!r-!2r_!h~-~ete!!inf!!2~-2f_2!f~r~-2!_21!Y~-2!1-2~ 
!h~_Qr~~~-~~~! 
Consultation over these new  regulations  (1)  took place 
at the 84th meeting of the Association Committee 
(1  March  1976). 
(1)  Council Regulation  (EEC)  Ro  601/76,  15  lllarch  1976 
(OJ  NoL 72,  18.3.1976,  page 1). 
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E.  Consultations,  under Article 34(3)  of the 4greement  (processed 
fruit and  vegetables/olive oil) 
For the Greek delegation,  which had requested the  inclusion 
of this item on the agenda of the Association Council meeting 
on  28  July 1975,  consultations on  these Commission  proposals 
regarding the  establis~ent of new  agricultural policies or the 
alteration of current agricultural policies  (1)  were  indis-
pensable;  in its view they constituted for Greece  a  kind of 
"right to inspect"  Community  agricultural policy before 
harmonization and  thus before accession.  At  the same  time  they 
were  an important means  of preserving Greek interests and  of 
protecting the preferentiel treatment of Greek  farming estab-
lished by the Athena  Agreement,  particularly for products set 
out in Annex  III to the Agreement  (fresh and processed fruit 
and vegetables,  tobacco,  olive oil). 
In reply the  Community  stated that being aware  of the 
importance  for Gree ce  of the  se  consultations, and that relations 
between Greece  and  the  Community  were,  by  reason of the  very 
dynamics  of the  Association Agreement,  bound  to become  more  ~d 
more  close, it had taken and would  take all the necessary steps 
to ensure  that in :f"u.ture  these  consultations  took place regularly, 
in the  appropriate sitting. 
( 1  )  Making  more  particular reference to certain measures  taken by 
the Community  in June  1975  as regards olive oil. 
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The  Association Council also agreed that consultations 
over  Community  agricultural regulations,  required under 
Article 34(3)  of the Agreement,  would  be  taken further. 
At  this Association Council,  the  Greek  delegation 
expressed the wish that processed fruit and vegetables and 
olive oil  (which had both been affected by new  Community 
provisions)  should be studied in greater technical detail by 
the  group of experts. 
In October 1975  the group submitted its report to the 
Association Committee,  which duly  took note,  mentioning the 
great ~ess  of the work. 
:: i 
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III. FINANCIAL  QUESTIONS 
A.  Use  of remaining funds under the first Financial 
Proto  col 
It will be  recalled that in October  1974,  the 
Community  had  informed  the  Greek  Government  of its 
8greement  that the unused balance  of the first EEC-Greece 
Financial Protocol  (55.775 million dollars)  should be 
made  available again to Greece.  The  European Investment 
Bank  therefore resumed lending activities in Greece~ 
In J'une  1975  i t  granted a  global loan of 10 million 
dollars to the National Investment Bank  for Industrial 
Development  (NIBID},  to be  on-lent to help small and 
medium  ecale ventures,  and  a  1.85 million dollar loan 
to the Hellenic Bank for Industrial Development  (ETBA) 
to contribute to i ta financing of a  new  aluminium 
rolling mill near Athena. 
On  15  October  1975,  the E!B  granted two  other 
loans to  Greece  amounting in all to 31.4 million 
dollars  (27.2 MUA). 
Of  this sum,  30,033.000 dollars will be used to 
help finance  irrigation and  flood control works  being 
carried out by  the Greek  government  in the plain of 
Serres,  in eastern Macedonia  ( 1);  the .  rem~ 
1.4 million dollars will go  towards paying for a 
textile mill near Salonika. 
( 1)  The  EIB  had already,  under the first Financial Protocol, 
assisted in the  execution of a  certain number  of investment 
projects in this field through loans totalling 30.3 million 
dollars,  granted in 1965  to  1967,  for the Salonika,  Kardifsà 
and Pin1os irrigation schemas. 
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With  the first of these loans,  granted  to  the 3erres proàect, 
the EIB  is contributing to  development  of Greek agriculture. 
It should be noted that this is the largest scale action  ever 
undertaken in Greece  by  the EIB. 
The  Serres project,  which is part of an accelerated public 
investment  programme  in Greece - designed  to  increase  the 
region's irrigat7d area by about one-third - consista of 
re-habilitating and  extending the old flood regulation system of 
the river Strymon  (largely silted up  since  the  system was  built 
in 1928-1938)  in order to  protect the Serres plain  (118,000 ha). 
An  existing irrigation network  currently covering 44,000 ha 
will be  extended to  64,000 ha and plans will be  drawn  up for 
irrigating a  further  10,000 ha. 
All  these measures,  due  to  be  completed in 197e,  should 
bring about a  considerable increase in milk,  meat,  vegetable, 
fruit and  cotton production,  and more  than double  the present 
limited number  of  jobs for the  13,000  familias in the area. 
The  increase in farm  incomes and a  higher standard of 
living should help to  slow down  emigration,  which has reduced 
the local population by  20~ over the last 10  years. 
The  terme of the loan are  17  years at an interest rate of 
9i~.  However,  a  3%  interest rate subsidy has been granted by 
the  six founding States  of the EEC,  which brings the net rate 
down  to  6-ii·%. 
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The  second loan will help to  create more  than 150  jobs in 
a  new  cotton  spinning and weaving  plant to  be  built by  Tissages 
Hélléniques S.A.  in Yannitsa,  about  50  km  west of Salonika, 
which will assist the  economie  development  of the region. 
The  loan which is of  1.4 million dollars waa  granted to  the 
Hellenic Industrial Development  Bank  (ETBA)  for 9i years at  %~!' 
as a  contribution to its own  financing of the new  mill. 
Lastly,  in December  1975  the Bank  granted  two  loans in 
Greece amounting  to  the  equivalent of 9.032 million dollars 
(7.38  ~A), at a  9~% interest rate. 
The  larger of the  two,  equivalent  to  5  million dollars,  was 
granted for 9 years to  the Hellenic Industrial Development  Bank 
(ETBA)  for the building of a  factory at Volos  (Thesaaly)  by 
Chandris  Cables S.A.  which will have  a  production capacity of 
20,000  tonnes  per year of electrical and  telecommunications 
~,  to  be  sold on  the home  and  export markets. 
The  second loan,  equivalent  to  4.032 million dollars, was 
granted to  the  ETBA  to  help finance  a  new  cement  works  to  be 
built by  the Titan Cement  Companyat Kamari  (Boeotia)  with an 
annual production capacity of 1 million tonnes.  The  term of 
the loan will be  10  years,  and the  cement  will be  sold on  the 
Greek home  market. 
These  loans together bring the total amount  of finance 
granted by  the EIB  to  Greece  to  121.5 million dollars,  to  be 
deducted  from  the  125  million  doll~s specified in the Financial 
Protocol annexed  to  the Association Agreement  between Greece 
and the  Community,  which  came  into force  in 1962. 
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B.  Conclusion of a  second Financial Protocol 
At  the Association Council meeting in December  1974,  as 
part of the decisions  taken on re-activating the association, 
the  Community  indicated that it was  in principle in faveur 
of drawing up  a  second P'inancial Protocol. 
This question was  raised again in the Association 
Council at its meetings in July  1975  and April  1976. 
The  Greek  delegation,  which bad submi tted two  memoranda 
to  the  Community  on the matter,  restated its proposals which 
can be  summarized as follows: 
1.  - the grant of 250  MUA •a worth of long term loans by  the 
EIB  to  go  towards  work  on  the infrastructure,  w1 th a  3" 
annual  interest rate subsidy;  the bulk of these loans to 
be  earmarked for work  on the agricul  tural infrastructure; 
2.  - the allocation of 150  MUA  as a  grant for the  re-orga.nization 
of Greek agriculture; 
3.  - access  for Gree ce  to  the EIB,  in accordance  wi  th the 
Declaration of Intent attached to  the Athena  Agreement, 
for the  financing of industrial projects;  this access 
to be  up  to  a  figure of 125  MUA  (non-subsidized loans 
subject to  the Bank's normal  conditions). 
The  Greek  delegation specified that its financial 
proposals had been made  with Greece's accession to  the 
Communi ty in mind.  Thus  most  of the long-term loans would 
be  devoted  to work  on the agricultural infrastructure and 
particularly to irrigation in order to  impro~  __ the essential 
conditions for diversifying and developing Greek  farming 
structures. 
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The  150  MUA  requested by  Greece  as a  grant would  be  spent 
on financing projects directly related to re-organizing Greek 
agriculture  by  encouraging as  far as  possible  the  development 
of production which  could  complement  Community  production. 
Lastly,  the  grant of loans  by  the  EIB  to  the private sector in 
Greece  for industrial projects was  regarded by  the Greek 
gover.nment  as vital in accelerating the modernization and 
adaptation of Greek industry.  In Gree ce'  a view,  the ·me tho  da of 
finance  proposed,  while  conceived with an eye  to accession, 
were  in avery way  compatible with the Association Agreement. 
The ·Greek  delegation expressed its great concern that no 
progreas had been made  towards  concluding the  second Financial 
Protocol,  and laid great emphaais  on the urgent need for its 
aigning and  implementation,  since  throughout the  "freeze• period 
Greece  was  entirely without financial assistance  from the 
Community,  and  sinoe  the  funds  provided under the firat Financial 
Protocol were  on the  point of being oompletely used up  by the  end 
of 1975. 
This being so,  the  Greek delegation felt that care should 
be  taken to  see  that the  Greek  economy  was  not deprived of 
Community  financial help during the  period required for the 
· ratification of the new  Finanoial Protoool.  It felt that it 
would  therefore be  justifiable that Greece  be  treated as a 
special case  and that at least a  tranche of the appropriations 
to  be  granted under the  second Financial Protocol be  made 
available upon its signature. 
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The  Community  replied ~  the Greek  proposal and particularly 
the memoranda  subrni tted b7 Athena  were  currently being gi  ven  the 
clo~s!t  j,t_u~  ~~-th~_  ·co~~~ 
The  time it had taken for the Community  to reach a  position 
was  largely due  to the need to look at the question  i.~  the __ Çgp.}§l~ 
of the Communi ty'  s  external.  c01DIIli tments  during the years to come, 
and did not call into question the agreement in prinoiple on the 
conclusion of a  second PinanciaJ. Protocol between  the EEC  and Greece. 
Purthermore, it likewise  appeared essential to cQDaider  certain 
problems of a  general order in this global context,  J~~ch as the 
system in financing foreign aid (budgeting and EIB  operations 
financed from  i ts own  re  sources),  and that of the unit of accotmt 
to adopt. 
Since work  on  the  se prob1ems  had progressed in the meantime, 
it should be  possible in the near future  to open negotiations 
between  the Community  and Greece  on the  second Pinancial Prctocol  • 
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IV •  REQUEST  BY  GREECE  FOR  ACCESSION  TO  THE  COMMUNITIES 
During the July 1975  meeting of the Association Council, 
the  Greek  delegation explained the reasons behind this request 
and said in particular that it -~  based  on the  common  desire 
of the Greek  people and  those of the  Community  for a  politically 
and  economically united Europe  ~hich was  democratie,  free  and 
socially progressive.  This  request was  furthermore  an  ext!~~~n·­
of longstanding Greek  policy initiated when  the Government  of 
-~  KARAMA.NLIS  sub~tted a  request for association in 1959. 
After noting the Greek  statement,  the Association Council 
confirmed that both parties were  agreed in considering that work 
undertaken in connection with Greece's application for Accession 
should not  delay the  development  of the Association,  in 
accordance wi th the Athena  Agreement. 
The  interest of both parties in the expeditious  conclusion 
of the procedures required under the Treaty of Rome  is not  only 
the result of the  speed with which the Council of the Communities 
acknowledged the Greek  request - in June  1975  - but also of  ~he 
decision taken on 9  February 1976  by which the  Council firstly, 
agreed that the essential preparatory work would  be  conducted as 
soon as possible  and in a  positive spirit, and  secondly, 
instructed the  Permanent~Representatives Committee  aided.by the 
Commission,  to prepare its proceedings to this end. 
It should  al~o be  recalled that the two  parties are 
convinced that progress already achieved in the  context of the 
Association and  particularly over,customs  union,  and  any further 
work  in this context,  particularly on agricultural harmonization 
and financial  co-operation,  are likely to mi  tigate to a  great 
extent the problems  posed by the accession of Greece to the 
European Community. 
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V.  CONSULTATION  WITH  GREECE  OVER  COMœmJNITY  TRADE  POLICY 
A.  Community  offer as  part of the  GATT  multilateral trade 
negotiations  over tropical products 
The  Community,  which is taking an active part in the  GATT 
multilateral trade negotiations currently in progress in Geneva, 
was  called upon  to  submit its offer for tropical products in 
spring 1976. 
It should be  recalled that under the  terms  of the under-
takings made  in the  Tokyo  Declaration, it was  agreed to treat 
tropical products  as  a  special and  priority sector and  that 
the beneficiary countries  (basically those  covered by the 
system of generalized preferences)  attached special importance 
to  obtaining,  as part of this,  fUrther concessions  from  the 
industrialized countries. 
One  of the main products to be  included in this Community 
offer was  unmanufactured tobacco for which  Protocol  No  10  (3) 
of the Athens  Agreement,  as  extended by the Association Council 
Decision No  1/75  (1),  fixes certain limits on the Community's 
freedom  to  impose  tariffs.  The  prior agreement  of the Association 
Council,  and  thus  of Greece, is necessary before  any Community 
concession towards  countries neither associated nor linked to 
it through a  preferential agreement is made,  if it exceeds  a 
certain sum  established on the basis of a  reference period 
(about 44,000 tonnes).  The  offer which the  Community  was 
intending to submit in Geneva  (2)  exceeded this limit,  and it 
therefore requested the Greek Government  to give its agreement 
so that the Association Council  could authorize the  Community 
to  exceed the  above  limit;  the Community  also  emphasized 
that this offer over tobacco was  in its view a  solution 
which balanced the interests of tobacco  producers in the 
Community  and in associated countries,  especially Greece,  and 
the interests of producers in developing countries,  particularly 
affected by  the  recent  economie  criais. 
(1)  The  text of this Decision is set out in Annex  C to  the  previous 
report to  the  Parliamentar~ Committee. 
(2)  and  which  was  restricted to the countries benefiting from the 
Community  generalized preferences. 
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At  the  84th meeting of the Association Committee  on  1 March  1976, 
the Greek  delegation,  after stressing the  importance of tobaoco  to 
the Greek  economy  and  particularly to  i ts export trade, recalled that 
Greeoe  had  already made  a  positive contribution to measures 
undertaken under the aegis of various international organizations 
in favour of the  developing countries.  Appreciating the politioal 
interest of the P!Oblems  of the developtn& countries and  eager to 
contribute to measures to assist them,  tha Greek  delegation agreed on 
6 April 1976  to the offer for unmanufaotured  tobacco which was  being 
oonsidered by  the Community  as described above. 
Consultation of Greece  under Article 64  of the Athena  Agreement 
regarding the other aspects of the offer on tropical products also 
took place at the 84th meeting of the Association Committee  on 
1 March  1976. 
B.  Consultation of Greece  on  agreements-forming part of the Community 
overall Medi terranean approach,  and  on the Communi ty generalized 
preferences for 1976 
Pursuant to Article 64,  Greees was  also  oonsulted firstly on 
the Community  scheme  of generalized preferences for  1976  and 
secondly over a  Protocol and  an Agreement  signed with Malta  (1). 
Consultation under the Article referred to  concerning the 
agreements signed between the Community  and the Maghreb  countries 
on  25,  26  and  27  April  1976  is still in progress. 
( 1)  These  are:  a  Protocol laying down  certain provisions relating 
to the agreement  establishing an association between the EEC 
and Malta,  and  an agreement  extending the provisions governing 
the first stage of the EEC-Mal ta AssOciation Agreement • 
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VI.  1975  ASSOCIATION  TRADE  RESULTS  ( 1) 
1.  Preliminary commenta 
It should first of all be  made  clear that the resulta 
set forth in this Chapter relate mainly to trade between Greece 
and  the Nine  over the last three years  (i.e.  from  1.1.1973 to 
31.12.1975)(2).  It should nevertheless be  pointed out  in this 
context that the Interim Agreement  on the Additional Protocol 
(enlargement)  signed on 28  April  1975,  which  was  designed to 
extend the Association in trade matters to take  in the three 
new  Member  States of the Community,  only entered into force  on 
1 July 1975.  Thus,  i t  was  only from  the latter date that 
trade between Greece  on the one  hand  and Denmark,  Ireland 
and  the United Kingdom  on the other received preferentiel 
treatment under the  Assoc~ation. 
2.  Trends  in Greek external trade 
(see tables I/1  and  ~2) 
!2.!!l Greek  external trade continued to  increase through 
1975  both on  the export and  import  fronts,  al  though on  the 
whole  at a  lesa rapid rate than in 1974  (+  13%  compared  with + 
39.6%  in 1974  and+  20.7~ compared with +  26.9%  in 1974). 
/ 
The  same  trend is evident in trade between Greece  and the 
Communi ty,  al  though the percentage increases are slightly 
below average  (exporta+ 12.1%;  importa+ 18.4%).  There 
was  therefore a  further minor drop  in the EEC' s  share of 
(1)  The  assessment  given in this Chapter is based upon statistics 
supplied by  the Greek Permanent Delegation to the EEC  (see 
~ to this report). 
(2)  It is not possible to establish any comparison with any years 
befo~e 1973  as statistics on trade between the nine Member 
States of the Community  and Greece  are  13-Vailable  only from 
1973  onwards. 
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Greek  external trade  from  50.1%  to 49.7%  for exporta  and  from 
43.3%  to 42.5%  for importa.  The  cover rate for importa by 
exporte fell by  three points against the  1974  figure.  It is now  at 
50%,  still a  more  satisfactory level than the  figure for the 
rest of the world  (38%). 
To  sum  up,  it may  therefore be  stated that Greek  external 
trade has  continued to expand  in 1975.  This trend has  b~en more 
balanced in the  specifie case of trade with the Community  rather 
than wi th the rest of the world,  which mea:ns  that al  though reaching 
the considerable figure of $1.1  thousand million (an increase of 
25.~ over 1974),  the trade.deficit is nonetheless lower than 
Greece's performance vis-à-vis the rest of the  world,  viz. 
$1.9 thousand million representing an increase of 28.3%. 
3. Structure of Greek  exporte 
The  folloWing conclusions on this matter may  be  reached on 
the basie of the series II tables set out  in the Annex  hereto: 
(a)  Greek agricultural exporta continue to account  for a  very 
large proportion of the country's external trade  (35.8%). 
There  is a  consistent upward  trend in export  income  derived 
from this sector,  despite major fluctuations  from  one  year 
to the next  caused by climatic conditions.  As  was  the case 
before,  the two  most  important  items in this sector in 1975 
were  tobacco  ($155.2 million)  and  particularly fruit, 
vegetables and  preparations thereof  ($428.9 million). 
1975  was  a  satisfactory year for Greek agricultural 
exporte to the Community.  As  shown  in Table  II/1  with the 
exception of tobacco. (where  income  slumped  from  $65.5 million 
in 1974  to $49.4 million in 1975),  there was  an- in some 
instances considerable - increase in exporta of all the 
other agricultural products 1isted in this table.  The  most 
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noteworthy figures  are those for fruit,  vegetables  and 
preparations thereof,  which increased from  $214.8 million 
in 1974  to  272.9 million in 1975,  and for olive oil which 
reached $2.8 million in 1974  and $9.5 million in 1975. 
This  confirme  the  importance for Greek agricultural exporte 
of the Community  market which in 1975  absorbed  51%  of Greek 
exporte in this sector, as against  49%  in 1973  and  47% 
in 1974. 
(b)  Greek  exporte of industrial products to the rest of 
the world have  increased at a  more  rapid rate  (increasing 
from  $368.3 million in 1973  to $632.6 million in 1974  and 
$752.6 million in 1975)  than to the Community,  where  the 
corresponding figures  were 1519.7 million in 1973,  $632.6 million 
in 1974  and $752.6 mil.l.ion in 1975.  The  most  important 
items in Greek  industrial exporta to the Community  in 1975 
were  energy products  (almost entirely -~-~~  based products), 
which reached 1151.4 mil.l.ion and particularly "other textile 
products" · which  increased from 112·1  million: in 1973  to 
8171.9 million in 1974  and 1245.2 million in 1975.  The 
corresponding figures for Greek  exporta to the rest of the 
world were  $31.6 million in 1973,  140.7 ·million in 1974  and 
S44. 7  million in 1975,  thus showing that the  increase in 
these  exporte to the Community  has  been much  quicker than in 
the  case of other countries. 
{c)  As  regards Greece•s main customers within the Community, 
it should be  noted that Ger.many  still continues to hold the 
first place by  a  long ~  accounting for  4~  of Greek  exporta 
to  the Nine,  followed by Italy with  17~,  France  (15%),  the 
Netherlands  (11%)  and the United Kingdom  (1~). 
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(d)  A further interesting fact which ~  be  derived from table  I~5b 
is that,  calculated on an index basie of 1961  = 100,·  Greek 
exporta to the six Member  States of the original Community 
since the creation of the Association have progressed much  more 
strongly  (1,498)  than those to the rest of the world  (825)  and 
in particular the United States  (359). 
4.  Sttscxure of Greek  importa 
The  statistics for Greek  importa given in the aanexes. hereto 
are relatively speak:ing lesa detailed than the figure-a  given for 
Greek exporte.  The  following information ma;r,  however,  be  derived 
from them: 
(a)  As  indicated in Table  III/1 a,  "other manufactured products" 
($1,627.9  million~ 31~)  continue to constitute the bulk of 
Greek  importa  in 1975,  followed very closely by  importa of 
raw materiels and fuels,  which practically doubled during the 
period from  1973  to  1974  as  a  reault of factors  auch as the 
increase in oil priees.  Importe of  ot~er products  increased 
from 1755.2 million to $1,389.1 million,  followed by a  further 
-Mee in 1975  to $1,592.5 million,  thus accounting for 3~  of 
overall ~ek, importa  and  47~ of their importa  from countries 
other truur "'lille  Communi ty.  Importa of capital gooda  ( excluding 
ahips) fell very slightly a&ainst the previous year 
(8905.2 million in 1975  compared with 1910.9 million in 1974), 
and accounted only for  17~ of the total as against  21~ in 1974 
and 24" in 1975.  However,  importa of ships, Çi.ch accounted 
.;o~ 8198.6 million in 1973  and $106.9 million in 1974, l.eapt 
up~s  to $693.5 million in 1975,  representing  13~ of total 
Greek importa as against  6'/o  in ~973 and  'J$  in 1974.  FiDal.ly, 
Greek importa of agricultural producta regiatered a  slight 
drop in 1975,  reaching $498.3 million compared with 
$503.2 million in 1974. 
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(b)  As regards Greek  importa  from  the Community  in 1975,  those of 
"other manufactured products"  were  the largest  item as  in the 
past  ($1,070.6 million= 47%).  Next  come  capital goods  (excluding 
ahips)  $624.5 million =  28%)  for which there has nevertheleaa 
been a  certain drop as  compared with the year before,  when  auch 
importa reached $649.7 million,  or 34%  of Greek  importa  from 
the Nine.  Greek  importa of shipa  from  the Community  followed 
the general upward  trend noted in the sector in that year. 
They  increased from $32.6 million in 1974  to $263.1  million in 
1975  and the ir share in total Greek  importa  from the Communi ty 
increased from  2  to  12%.  Finally, it should be  noted that Greek 
importa of agricultural products  from the Community  increased 
in value from $126.7 million in 1974  to  $148.3 million in 1975, 
although their share in the total fell one  point  and  ia 
now  fil,. 
{c)  Taking the  Community'a  ahare  in Greece's total importe for each 
sector, it may  be noted that  importa  from the Community  represented 
the largeat share in the  sphere of "other manufactured products" 
{$1,070.6 million of $1,627.9 million= 65.8%)  and  capital goods 
{$624.5 million of $905.2 million=  6~).  On  the other hand, 
for food  and agricultural products,  the Community's  share remains 
quite low when  compared  with Greek  importa  from the rest of the 
world  ($148.3 million out of $498.3 million= 29.8%) • 
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(d)  Of  the main countries  suFplYing Greece  from  within the 
Community,  Germany  is in first place with a  figure of 
$842.87 million which is 37%  of the total Greek  importa 
from  the Community.  Next  come  Italy ($438.07 million = 
19%),  France  {$318.20 million= 14%),  United Xlngdom 
{$256.27 million =  11%)  and  the  Netherlands 
($214.32 million),  the latter m~ing  to improve  its 
position amongst  the  Nine  by  increasing from  7~ in 
1973  to  10%  in 1975. 
Finally,  i t  should be  pointed out that during the 
first years of the Association and until 1972,  Greek 
importa  from  the  Community  (of the Six)  increased at 
a  considerably more  rapid rate than those from  the 
rest of the  world.  This trend has been reversed sinee 
1973,  mainly because of the increase in the priee of 
petroleum,  and table III/2b shows  that as an index 
(taking 1961  as =  100)  Greek  importa  from  the Six 
reached  721  while  the figure for total importa is 745. 
By  ~  of comparison it should be  noted that the  index 
for the United States is only 484. 
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VII.  OTHER  QUESTIONS  (INFORMATION) 
(a)  Communi ty participation in the Salonika Fair 
(August/September 1975) 
The  Community  participated in the  40th Salonika 
Fair,  held from  31  August  to 14  September  1975,  which 
is the most  important trade fair in the region. 
To  underline the Communities'  presence at the 
Fair,  the Commission,  in conjunction with the Greek 
authorities,  organized a  •European Day"  on 
11  September  1975  at which it was  represented by  its 
Vice-President Mr C.  SC.ARASCIA  MUGNOZZA. 
(b)  Opening of the Press and  Information Office of the 
Commission  of the European Communities  in Athena 
The  official opening of the Office took place on 
14  May  1976  in the presence of the  Vice-President of 
the  Commission,  Mr  C.  SCJRA.SCIA  MUGNOZZA. 
The  task of the Office,  which has been operating 
unofficial.ly since the begi.nning of 1976,  is to  inform 
the Greek  public about the European  Comœunities  and 
their activities and to organize  colloq~es~ seminars 
and  information visita either in Greece  or to  the 
Headquarters  of the  Institutions of the European 
Communities. 
In this connection it should be  noted that several 
Greek-language publications are being produced  and  in 
particular a  monthly bulletin called  «  EupwnaïKn l<o1voTnc; » S~A~IS!ICAL JMNEX 
an  the Association's 1975 
trade re,!!lults Table  I 
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Table  I/2 
I. GREECE 'S  EXTERNAL  TRADE  ( 1973  - 197 5 ) 
2.  CHANGES  IN  TRADE  DEFICIT 
. (million  $) 
Period  EOO  Rest  of world  World 
1973  - 941.3  - 1,077.6  - 2,018.9 
1974  - 893.3  - 1 ,483  - 2,376.3 
Change  - 5.1  1o  +  37.6 %  +  17.7% 
1975  - 1,121.8  .- 1,902.7  - 3,024.5 
Change  +  25.6  ~  +  28.3  'lo  +  27.3% 
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At  the Association Council meeting on  24  March  1976,  the  Greek 
delegation,  refer.ring to the statem$ntç made  by  ~_PAPALIGOURAS at 
the Ministerial meeting on  28  J~i  1975,  confirmed that Greece  was 
ready to apply the mechanisms  and  intervention priees required by  the 
Common  Agricultural  Po~icy as from the  1976  marketing year,  as regards 
peaches  ( 1)  - t!J,e  tl?-ird  __ p~icularly sensitive product  in trade in 
fresh fruit and vegetables between the Community  and  Greece. 
The  delegation stated that the -measures to be taken,  which 
could be described as advance harmonization,  would  be  agreed on 
and applied within the framework  of the present intensification 
of administrative co-operation between the Commission  and the 
Greek authorities. 
The  measures announced by  the  Greek  delegation were 
welcomed  by the Community,  which  considered that while they  should 
be studied in greater  detai~ they seemed  ~ikely to contribute 
effectively to  an  appreciable  improvement  of  conditions on  the 
Community  market. 
The  two  parties to  the Association Council were  in  comp~ete 
agreement  over the need for  even closer and more  intense 
administrative co-operation,  but  certain differences of opinion 
subsist over the  scope  of such co-operation:  in the  Greek  view 
i t  should lead to countervailing charges and  safeguard clauses 
not  being applied, .whereas the Community  considera that this 
co-operation can of course help in avoiding the  app~ication of the 
these charges,  but cannat  stand in the  way  of their  app~ication 
if the market  conditions specified in Community  Regulations 
require their introduction. 
( 1  )  for which  the exporting year normally begin&  at the beginning 
of June. 
.  ..  ; ... 2
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!a1Jl•  W5a 
II.  GBEBK  BXPORœ  BY  COUJI!RIBS  Aim  GROUPS  OF  ootn!pDS  ( 1) 
(a)~ 
1973  Il  1~74  ~  1975 
fo  Il  J  million §  llill.iOA  §  c.1.  11  milliœ. §  ~~  l'  Il 
GERDBY  31.3, 98  39  Il  428, (,g  Il  482,t.;8  Il  42  Il  Il  •t 
P'RANCE  96,35  12  Il  1  21, 11  12  Il  166 ,er  Il  Il 
r.J!ALY  138,02  17 
Il  1'{3, 37  17 
Il  189 ,48  Il  Il  Il 
BELG IUJ1  AND  LUXEMBOURG  45,94  6  Il  70,42  7 
Il  44 t28  Il  Il 
IŒTHERLANDS  96,9::ï  12 
Il 
95,97  9 
Il  129 ,03  Il  Il 
Il  Il 
UlfiHD  XINGDOM  101,82  13  Il  116,71  12  Il  112,10  Il  Il 
IRELARD  1,3)  - Il  1, 29 
Il  1 ,oo  -
~  DEIOilRX  4r75  1  Il  8,9)  1  13,86  Il 
Il  Il  ----------------------- ~---------- -----~-----------· r-----t-·----------
"  EEC  799r1G  100  Il  1,01f,4·9  1oo  Il  1,139,24  ,, 
Il  Il  -------· ·-------------------·---------· -----;r--------·--- ~·----q-··----------
DO  799,16  55  ~  1 ,o16,49  50  b 1 '139 t24 
USA  93,65  6  Il  122,90  6  ~  116 •44 
Reet  of world  361,24  39  Il  890,30  44  n  1 ,037 •25 
-----~-----------
Il 
----------------------------------- -----~-----------
!O'!AL lD:POR!S  1,454,05  100  ~ 
2,0:?9,69  100 " 2,292,93  n 
Il 
Il  Il 
{1}  Source  Commodity  Trade Statistics - United Nations 
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III. pw  D13!S 
2. BntJr4em bT  oountri••  aad counm groupa 
(a) Value 
1973 ( 1)  li  1974  (2)  1 
1975 (3) 
hoa  i! 
mil..lion t  c! 
,~  !i .llion t  1>  ~ liillion t 
Gl!lRKAWY  678.10  Il 
713.95  38  i  842.87  39  1! 
1! 
PRAWCB  262.68  15  Il  311.83  16 
1 
318•20 
:mu,y  .317e01  18 
JI  376e;O':i  20  438.07  tl 
BIIGitJI{ .A10  1)0.1~  7  u  123.'52  6  Il  149.41  Il  Il 
Im'lHl!2LAIDS  128.04 
t: 
154.27  8 
1 
214  .•  32  7  1! 
li 
UNITED  IDGDOM  195 •.  85  11  Il  208.25  11  256.27  Il 
IRELA1ID  6.85 
Il 
2.81  .1  4.64  -
Il  -
D!lRMABX  21.82  1  Il  19,14  1  n  37.21  ,, 
Il  Il  Il 
~--------------------- --------- 1------îr---·--------r------1----·-------
!DO  1,:740.50  1  00  Il  1. 909. 8 2  100  ri  2.,260.99 
ii  Il  -------------_  ......... ______ ---------- ·------#---------- r---~;-1-~  ;~~~~;-- !Do  1 ,.740.'50  '1  50  1 1  1,.909. 82 
jusA  288.'89  8  Il  403.41  9  u  392  .• 25 
Il  Il  . 
Rest of worlcl  1,443.66  42  Il  2, 092. 80  48  1  2,664  .• 15 
~------------------------- ~-------- ------t---------- ------11----------- l!o'uL  DIPOll!!8  3,473.05  1  00  ,!  4, 406. 03  100 J  5,317.39 
n 
( 1)  Source  commodity  tradé statistics- United Natione 
(  ~) Source  Greek lronthl..7  s-ta"~- Bu.J.J,.etU.  to;r _EneruJ. !racle 
- Decamber  1974  -·(1000 DraObmas  •  33.3333  t> 
( l) l'or 1975:  US  t  1 •  32.349 Drachmas 
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